Between 1997-2000, I had an interesting job in Northern Kenya, a region that not only suffers from multiple social and economic problems, but a place that was also insecure and dangerous for human service agency workers. And while the job was interesting and there were many opportunities to make concrete impacts (build schools, train teachers, ensure the girl-child is in school, psych-social counseling, etc.), it was an extremely stressful job, 24/7 going on for month upon months. Ideally, every two months, we were expected to get a break, however, there were countless emergencies that I never really got the opportunity to get breaks. Once, I worked 24/7 for four months, without a day off. The result was a wreck of a social worker, just burnt-out. Completely!

While this example is extreme, it is not so different for many social workers in the US in areas like child welfare or intimate partner violence. Social workers like to serve and to give of themselves all the time. And it is important that they give to themselves as well by taking care of their bodies, souls, and spirits. From my experience, some ways of doing this include:

- Focus on the positive impacts you are making and appreciate your work
- Find something (a hobby, sport, etc.) out of work that you love and feed your soul on that thing. Soccer is a way I space out and cheer a team I have followed since I was a teenager
- Exercise, good eating, and sleep are important. Do not underestimate the power of healthy eating!
- Keep good friends and colleagues
- Stay close to your family
- Find those moments just to be by yourself in order to reflect on the meaning and purpose of your existence and work
- Maintain a good sense of humor!

I learned these lessons much later, after two years of complete burnout. I keep these lessons now as a practicing social work educator. So far, so good!

~Dr. David Okech